Good Luck to all fair participants!
Supporting Youth Agriculture for over 139 Years!

For local people, local decisions, local commitment it’s

Merchants National Bank

“A Real Community Bank with Real Customer Service”
Est. 1879

Proud Past, Very Promising Future!

Merchants National Bank
128 S. North Street • Washington C.H., Ohio 43160
**Division B - Dairy Showmanship**
July 20th @ Sales Arena

**Classes:**
- 239. Dairy Showmanship - Advanced, grades 9, 10, 11, and 12
- 240. Dairy Showmanship - Intermediate, grades 6, 7, and 8
- 241. Dairy Showmanship - Junior, grades 3, 4, and 5

---

**DEPARTMENT 11 – DOG**

July 16th @ Activity Tent, Showmanship and Obedience
8:30 AM: Registration
9:00 AM: Dog Show

July 18th @ Activity Tent, Rally and Agility
10:00 AM

Junior Fair Board: Khenadi Grubb & Tori Evans
Senior Superintendents: Bonnie Maki, Patty Mitchell, & Kristina Morgan
Senior Fair Board: Doug Marine

All 4-H Dog Projects participants must have a signed “Permission to Participate in Ohio 4-H Dog Activities Disclosure and Release of Claims Form” on file at the Extension Office.

4-H Project Book 201S (Showmanship) – Each member may enter one dog per class. Any individual dog may be shown only in one showmanship class, providing the dog is 6 months of age or older. The dog and member may show in either Showmanship A or B depending on the age and experience level of the exhibitor. Each dog will be inspected for proper care and grooming. In addition, the 4-H member will be evaluated on dog care knowledge which is taken from the Dog Resource Handbook (Covers the basics of showmanship)

4-H Project Book 201O (Dog Obedience) – Each member may enter one dog per class. All dogs must be 6 months of age or older. Any individual dog may be shown in only one obedience class. In addition the dog will be inspected for proper grooming. (Covers beginning and advanced obedience training and Rally)

4-H Project Book 201P (Performance) – Exhibitors showing in Obedience or Showmanship may also show in Drill Team Competition, Agility (Dogs exhibited in agility must be 18 months or older on the day of exhibition—proof of age is the burden of the exhibitor or exhibitor’s immediate family. Dogs not meeting age requirements cannot be shown.), Brace and Team with 1 or 2 of the same 2 project dogs. Dogs shown in Brace must be the 4-H member’s project dogs.

4-H Project Book 201W (Working Dogs) - Include assistance dogs like Pilot Dogs, Canine Companions and other service dog organizations.

**GUIDELINES**

- 4-H members must be enrolled in the correct project and level; 201S Showmanship, 201O Dog Obedience, ALL 4-H members taking a Dog Project are required to take the Skillathon and must pass with an 85% or higher.
- Dogs must be owned either by the 4-H member or a member of their immediate family no later than April 1, 2018. The dog must be in continual care of the 4-H member for the duration of the project.
- For Dog Projects- Immediate family is defined as the 4-H members’ father, mother, brother, sister, uncle, aunt, grandfather or grandmother, including step and half relations, or by a member of the exhibitor’s household.
- Continual care is defined as the 4-H member being responsible for and involved in the feeding, cleaning, and caring of the dog.
- Lessons, instructions and advice for the 4-H member are encouraged. As long as the 4-H member is present in the learning situation, and handles or trains the dog the majority of the time present, such assistance can include occasional handling or training by another person. Only the 4-H member can train the dog at any type of training class on or after April 1, 2017. No one other than the 4-H member is permitted to show the 4H Project Dog at any type of dog show including fun matches.
- Criteria for participation:
  a. All dogs are required to be vaccinated yearly for Distemper, Hepatitis, Leptospirosis, Parainfluenza, Parvovirus and Rabies by a licensed, accredited veterinarian. 4-H members must have
either an ODA Official Health Certificate or the Certificate of Vaccination for the 4H Dog Project. Other certificates of vaccinations, pet record cards or kennel records will not be accepted.

b. Make sure when getting the ODA Official Health Certificate or the Certificate of Vaccinations for the 4-H Dog Project, that the dates of the required vaccinations, including the rabies vaccinations are listed. Make certain it is signed by the veterinarian. The veterinarian must also provide their license number or their name/address stamp in the space provided.

c. All required vaccinations must have been given after August 16, 2016 and prior to July 14, 2017.

d. All dogs participating in the Fayette County Junior Fair Dog Show must be currently licensed in the 4-H members’ county of residence. The 4-H member must bring a certificate of license to registration.

e. Upon arrival to the Junior Fair Dog Show area all 4-H member will need to stop at the check in table. 4-H members will need to have the health certificate and dog license.

- Dogs must be kept on a leash while on the fairgrounds, except when participating in the ring during judging. Dogs must be kenneled in designated areas. 4-H member is expected to clean up after their dogs.
- Each dog must go through a check station where all females will be checked for signs of heat. If a female dog shows signs of heat the dog may be shown with the judges’ permission. Decisions at the check-in station are final.

- All 4-H members will provide their own equipment as needed, such as collar, leash, water dish, kennel etc.
- The judge or Senior Superintendents may dismiss from the ring any dog exhibiting unsafe or threatening behaviors or any exhibitor abusing the dog.
- Pervious participants and or dogs in classes Beginner Novice (Sub-Novice A), Novice A, Open A and Graduate A may not enter the same class.
- 4-H members showing their dogs at any licensed or Member Obedience Trail or at a Sanctioned Match must show their dogs at the same or higher B level classes than they are showing in AKC, UKC or other titling shows. Dogs completing their Companion Dog (CD) title prior to or anytime during the project year must show in the Graduate Novice Classes at the very minimum. Those completing their Companion Dog Excellent title must show in Open, Graduate Open or Utility Classes. For Grooming and Handling Classes, dogs with AKC Junior Handling or like experience must show in the appropriate B classes.
- 4-H members only taking Dog Projects 201D You and Your Dog must participate in the Miscellaneous Judging to be held on Thursday, July 6th at the Mahan Building.

**SHOW EQUIPMENT AND HANDLER’S & DOG’S APPEARANCE:**

- Obedience collars include well-fitting plain buckle or quick release collars, or slip collars of an appropriate single length of leather, fabric or
chain with two rings, one on each end. Leashes may be of fabric or leather and should be 6 feet in length for sub-novice classes. For novice, graduate novice classes, open and graduate open classes, the leash need be only of sufficient length to provide adequate slack in the heel on leash exercise. Chain leashes are not acceptable. Grooming and Handling collars include a chain or fabric slip collar, or martingale-type show lead. Nothing should be hanging from the collars. Leashes may be of fabric, leather or show chain and long enough to allow for easy handling of the dog.

- Handler’s appearance should be neat, and well-groomed in appearance. They should wear clothing that is comfortable to handle in and appropriate for the dog show. Clothing should not distract, limit or hinder the judge’s view of the dog. For Grooming and Handling Classes it is recommended that girls wear skirts, dresses, skorts, dress shorts or similar attire and boys wear dress shirts, ties, and dress slacks. For Obedience, Dog Care, Brace, Team, Rally Classes colored dress jeans and dress shorts are appropriate.

- Dog’s appearance should be clean, well brushed and in good physical condition appropriate for the dog’s age. The coat should be free from mats and loose hair. Ears should be clean and free from hair in the ear canal. Eyes should be free from matter, and teeth should be free from tartar. Some staining on the teeth of older dogs is permissible. Toenails should be trimmed and hair between the pads should be trimmed to prevent matting and collecting dirt

**Classes:**

**SHOWMANSHIP:**

242A. Senior Showmanship A - Member must be 15-18 as of January 1st. (Neither handler nor dog has had any prior experience in Showmanship.)

242B. Senior Showmanship B - Member must be 15-18 as of January 1st, who have shown in Showmanship A or has prior experience in Showmanship, AKC Junior Handling or like experience.

242C. Intermediate Showmanship A - Member must be 12-14 as of January 1st. (The handler or dog has had no experience in Showmanship.)

242D. Intermediate Showmanship B. - Member must be 12-14 as of January 1st, who have shown in Showmanship A or has prior experience in Showmanship, AKC Junior Handling or like experience.

242E. Junior Showmanship A - Member must be 9-11 as of January 1st. (Neither handler nor dog with prior show experience in Showmanship).

242F. Junior Showmanship B - Member must be 9-11 as of January 1st, who have shown in Showmanship A or has prior experience in Showmanship, AKC Junior Handling or like experience.

Overall Dog Showman-Class winners must be willing to participate in Showman to Showman contest. If not, they forfeit their spot to the next placing in their class.

**OBEDIENCE**

Summary of Progression of Obedience Classes:

Beginner Novice A – 1 year, then move to Beginner Novice B or Pre-Novice (Beginner Novice A class can never be repeated by handler OR dog)

Beginner Novice B – can repeat class with same dog or different dog unless class winner, OR can show in Pre-Novice unless class winner. Once class winner in both Beginner Novice B and Pre-Novice, then move to Novice A

Pre-Novice – can repeat class with same or different dog unless class winner, OR can show in Beginner Novice B unless class winner. Once class winner in both Beginner Novice B and Pre-Novice, then move to Novice A

Novice A – 1 year, then move to Novice B (Novice A class can never be repeated by handler OR dog)

Novice B – can repeat class with same dog or different dog unless class winner, then move to Graduate Novice A – 1 year, then move to Grad Novice B (Grad Novice A class can never be repeated by handler OR dog)
Fayette County Democrats

DEMOCRATS

Defenders of the Working Class

The Party of the People, By the People and For the People

Paid for by the Fayette County Democratic Executive Committee
Graduate Novice B – can repeat class with same dog or different dog unless class winner, then move to Open A

Open A – 1 year, then move to Open B (Open A class can never be repeated by handler OR dog)

Open B – can repeat class with same dog regardless of winning if not moving to Graduate Open B

Graduate Open A – 1 year, then move to Grad Open B (Grad Open A class can never be repeated by handler OR dog)

Graduate Open B – can repeat this class with same dog regardless of winning if not moving to Utility

Obedience Class Exercises:

Beginner Novice A: Heel on Leash, Figure Eight (on leash), Sit for Exam (on leash), Sit Stay (45 sec), and Recall

Beginner Novice B: Heel on Leash, Figure Eight (on leash), Sit for Exam (on leash), Sit Stay (leash attached, on ground), and Recall (off leash).

Pre Novice: Heel on Leash, Figure Eight (on leash), Stand for Exam (on leash), Recall (on leash), Long Sit (on leash), and Long Down (on leash).

Novice A & B: Heel on leash, Figure Eight (on leash), Stand for Exam (off leash), Heel Free (off leash), Recall (off leash), Long Sit (leash attached on ground), and Long Down (leash attached on ground)

Graduate Novice A & B: Heel on Leash and Figure Eight (off leash), Drop on Recall, Dumbbell Recall, Recall over High Jump, Recall over Broad Jump, and Long Down.

Open A & B: Heel Free and Figure Eight, Drop on Recall, Retrieve on Flat, Retrieve over High Jump, Broad Jump, Long Sit, and Long Down.

Graduate Open A & B: Signal Exercise, Scent Discrimination, Go Out, Directed Jumping, Moving Stand & Examination, and Directed Retrieve.

Utility A & B: Signal Exercise, Scent Discrimination – Article 1, Sent Discrimination – Article 2, Directed Retrieve, Moving Stand and Exam, and Directed Jumping.

Rally: (This section needs its own title like Showmanship and Obedience – for its own class)
Rally Class Progression

Rally Novice A – 1 year, then move to Rally Novice B class (Rally Novice A class can never be repeated by handler OR dog)

Rally Novice B – for 1st or 2nd year Rally Novice exhibitor. If winning first place in Rally Novice B, handler and dog MUST immediately progress to Rally Novice C at very minimum or Rally Advanced level.

Rally Novice C – for 3rd year and subsequent years’ Rally Novice exhibitors not choosing to move up to Rally Advanced level can repeat class with same dog or different dog. Once winning, exhibitor and/ or dog are encouraged to move to Rally Advanced level, but may choose to stay in Rally Novice C.

Rally Advanced A – 1 year, then move to Rally Advanced B class (Rally Advanced A class can never be repeated by handler OR dog).

Rally Advanced B – can repeat class with same dog or different dog until handler and dog win first place; then MUST progress to Rally Excellent level the next year.

Rally Excellent A – 1 year, then move to Rally Excellent B class (Rally Excellent A class can never be repeated by handler OR dog)

Rally Excellent B – can repeat class with same dog or different dog

DEPARTMENT 12 - FEEDERS (DAIRY/BEEF)

July 17th @ Sales Arena
Junior Fair Board: Cassie Baird, Regan Hagler, Charlotte Jacobs, McKenzie Riley, Victoria Schappacher, and Anita Pursell
Senior Fair Board: Jim Worley, Ron Burke & Brad Craig

- Rules apply to both dairy and beef feeders.
- All feeders must be owned and on feed by May 1, 2018.
- All feeders must be weighed and tagged on May 12, 2018. Feeders must be dehorned and castrated on or before May 12, 2018. Castration means no testicular tissue and dehorned means no presence of horns/scurs. If testicular tissue and/or horns/scurs are present the animal will not be eligible for exhibit at the Fair.
- Exhibitors may tag 4 and show 2 feeders.
- Feeders must weigh between 300 and 750 pounds at Fair.
- Dairy and Beef feeders will be shown separate and will be assigned to the proper weight classes following weigh-in. There will be a maximum of 10 feeders per class.
- Feeders must be halter broke and easy to handle. Exhibitors must show in appropriate attire and animal must be shown with a halter. Feeders are to be shown like a beef steer.
- Feeders must be in place by 7:00 AM on July 16th and will be weighed on July 16th at 8:00 AM. Beef Feeders will show on July 17th at 3:00 PM and Dairy Feeders will show on July 18th at 11:00 AM. Feeders that are going home may be released following the Sale Friday night between the hours of 11:00 PM and 7:00 AM Saturday.
- Both Beef and Dairy feeders may be crossbred, but must be from recognized foundation breeds. If crossed between dairy and beef breeds, the animal must show in the beef feeder show and cannot show in the dairy feeder show.
- Feeder may be either heifers or castrated males.
- Awards will be given for Fayette County born and raised feeder.

Classes:
248: Beef Feeder
248A: Fayette County Born and Raised Feeder
249: Dairy Feeder
Division A – Feeder Showmanship
July 17th (Beef Feeders) July 18th (Dairy Feeders)
@ Sales Arena

- All showmanship participants must register at weigh-in on Monday, July 16th to be able to participate in showmanship. All exhibitors are encouraged to participate in showmanship.
- Feeders are to be shown like a beef steer.
- Feeder Showmanship Classes will be broken by the grade the exhibitor just completed. High school classes may be combined depending on the number of exhibitors. The class winners will compete for Overall showmanship.
- Champion Feeder Showman will compete against champion market steer showman for Overall Champion showman.

Dairy Classes:
250A. Junior Doe Kid – born on after April 1, 2018
250C. Senior Doe Kid – born Jan. 1 through Feb. 28, 2018
250D. Senior Doe Yearling – dry 1 year old and under 2
251A. Yearling Doe – 1 year old and under 2 in milk
251B. Doe – 2 years old and under 3, in milk
251C. Doe – 3 years old and under 4, in milk
251D. Doe – 4 years old and under 5 in milk
251E. Doe – 5 years old and over in milk
251F. Dam & Daughter

Purebred & Crossbred - Does may show in each class

Meat Classes:
Percentage Division
252. Spring Doe Kid – Birth to 6 months of age
253. Intermediate Doe – Over 6 months, under 12 months
254. Yearling Doe – 12 months – 24 months
255. Senior Doe – Age 2+

Full-Blood Division
256. Spring Doe Kid – Birth to 6 months of age
257. Intermediate Doe – Over 6 months, under 12 months
258. Yearling Doe – 12 months – 24 months
259. Senior Doe – Age 2+

Division B – Market Goats
July 17th @ Sales Arena

- Classes will be judged by breed. All recognized breeds may show. Classes will be divided by committee based on participation.
Court House Collision Center

2011 Columbus Ave. | Washington, CH, Ohio 43160
(Behind Streetside 62 Bistro)

Top Quality Work Guaranteed!

740-335-5500
www.courthousecollisioncenter.com

M-F - 8-5 • Sat - By Appt.
Family Owned and Operated - Dan & Kim Oesterle
Exhibitors may show a doe or wether in the market shows. Meat and dairy breeds will show separately.

**Classes:**

260. Meat Kid (dairy and meat influence meat kids will show separately)

**Division C - Goat Showmanship**

July 17th @ Sales Arena

Meat goats and dairy goats will show separately.

The Showmanship class winners for goats will come back and compete for Overall Goat Showman.

**Classes:**

261. Senior Goat - grades 9, 10, 11, and 12.
262. Intermediate Goat - grades 6, 7, and 8
263. Junior Goat - grades 3, 4, and 5

---

**DEPARTMENT 14 - HORSES AND PONIES**

Junior Fair Board: Andrea Robinson, Abby Arledge, & Taylor Perkins

Senior Superintendents: Horse Committee Officers

Senior Fair Board: Doug Marine & Dennis Garringer

---

**2017 FAYETTE COUNTY HORSE PROGRAM GUIDELINES**

1. The “Uniform Rules For Horse Shows in Ohio” (4-H 179) will govern 4-H horse shows. All members (or families) taking a horse project need to purchase a rule book and be familiar with it.

2. Mandatory for all members to follow the 4-H Equine Mandatory Helmet Use Policy in “Uniform Rules For Horse Shows in Ohio” (4-H 179).

3. All members and their parent/guardian must sign a new “Permission to Participate” form each year. New members are required to get the 191R Horses, Safety and You manual, and with a parent/guardian to view two videos, Every Ride, Every Time and Horses, Kids & Ethics. After reading the manual and viewing the films, the member and parent(s) sign the form on the inside back cover of the manual, Advisors will keep on file a copy of this signed form and each year’s new permission forms. When additional family members join, they can sign the original forms after they have seen the films and read the manual. Members who are not a horse club should turn permission form and a copy of the 191R form in to the Junior Fair Board Coordinator and the Senior Fair Board Horse Representatives no later than May 15th.

4. Competition at the county fair show and participation in the horse activities, (ex. Fun Day) is limited to those enrolled in a Fayette County 4-H Club or FFA Chapter with a horse project.

5. All horses and ponies must be in the continual care of the club or chapter member by May 15th. An ID sheet is to be completed for each horse, with a maximum of 3 (three) animals per members. Members of an immediate family may use the same horse with the exclusion of leased horses, but each member must complete an ID sheet for the animal. ID sheets are to be turned in by May 15th to Junior Fair Board Coordinator and the Senior Fair Board Horse Representative/advisor. The primary horse of a member stays at the fair all week. An additional horse may be brought in for show day (Thursday) for contest classes – barrels and flags – and taken back home that day, and/or Fun Day on Friday. Standardbreds that are currently being raced may be taken from the fairgrounds as needed to race.

6. If an animal is leased, a contract to lease must be reviewed and accepted by the Junior Fair Board Coordinator and the Senior Fair Board Horse Representatives. A signed copy of the contract must be filed by May 15th.

7. All members must attend a minimum of two (2) outdoor practices with their project horse and be evaluated by an advisor as to their safety before going to the fair. Those in a non-horse club need to make arrangements to attend two (2) of one of the horse club’s practices for this purpose. The horse clubs have the right to require more than the minimum two (2) practices. Each club will honor other club member and shall be counted as a minimum meeting.

8. Horses are over 58”. Ponies are 58” and under.

9. Age of the exhibitor is determined as of January 1, 2018.
10. Stallions may not be shown unless they are part of a production project, and then only during their first calendar year.

11. The horse committee will deal with hardship case decisions.

12. The 4-H horse shows must have a steward who will interpret and clarify rules. The Steward will be the President of the Fayette County Horse Committee. Any exhibitor or family member with a grievance is to contact the steward first, not the judge. Judges' decisions about the placings are final. Poor sportsmanship on the part of the exhibitors, parents, or family members will not be tolerated.

13. Safe and legal tack is to be used at all times. Refer to the rule book for specific examples.

14. Each member is to complete a project book and, if applicable, participate in the skillathon/interview to complete their project.

15. Stall assignments will be made by the Junior Fair Board Horse Representatives.

16. Entries are due June 18th. No late entries will be accepted. Showmanship is mandatory. After all entries are received, class determinations will be made according to number of entries per class. Age divisions may be added or deleted as needed.

17. All Exhibitors with a horse at the fair will be required to have emergency contact information on file. Each club will be responsible for making sure their members cards are complete and turned into the Horse Committee Secretary who will make sure appropriate copies are available for Senior Fair Board Members.

18. Exhibitors must be aware of and comply with body condition score requirements in the “Uniform Rules For Horse Shows in Ohio” (4-H 179). If your horse/pony has a body condition score of less than 4, you will not be permitted to exhibit or show your animal at the fair.

19. A mandatory meeting for all horse exhibitors will be held on Monday of the fair at noon. This is a required meeting. A member can only be excused if they make prior arrangements with an advisor or Junior Fair Board Member. Pertinent information and show numbers will be discussed and dispersed at this meeting.

**Classes:**
(Classes may be added or changed, depending on entries received.)
Thursday, July 21st (class order to be determined after entries are compiled)
265. English Showmanship, horse and pony - all ages
266A. Western Showmanship, Pony-all ages
266B. Western Showmanship, Horse-16 & over
266C. Western Showmanship, Horse-13-15
266D. Western Showmanship, Horse-12 & under
266E. Western/English Showmanship, Horse or Pony-Beginner, 2nd year*
266F. Western/English Showmanship, Horse or Pony-Beginner, 1st year*
266G. Easy Gaited Showmanship
Overall Showmanship Class-1st and 2nd place winners of classes 265 through 266D only. Winner represents the horse department in Showman of Showmen Contest.

267. Horse & Pony Production-mare and current year foal
267A. Horse & Pony Production- Yearling
268. Easy Gaited Horsemanship
269. Walk-Trot Horsemanship/Equitation, Horse or Pony. Beginner, 2nd Year*. Exhibitor may ride only in 2-gaited classes
270. Walk-Trot Horsemanship/Equitation, horse or pony. Beginner, 1st Year*. Exhibitor may ride only in 2-gaited classes
271. English Equitation, Horse or Pony-14 & over
272. English Equitation, Horse or Pony-13 & under
273A. English Pleasure(HUS), Horse or Pony–14 & over
273B. English Pleasure (HUS), Horse or Pony–13 & under
274A. Walk-Trot Pleasure, Western/HUS, horse or pony. Beginner, 2nd Year*. Exhibitor may ride only in 2-gaited classes
274B. Walk-Trot Pleasure, Western/HUS, horse or pony. Beginner, 1st Year*. Exhibitor may ride only in 2-gaited classes
275. Western Pleasure, Pony-all ages
276. Western Pleasure, Horse-16 & over
277. Western Pleasure, Horse-13–15
278. Western Pleasure, Horse-12 & under
279A. Western Pleasure/HUS, Horse or Pony. 3-gaited class. Beginner, 2nd year*
279B. Western Pleasure/HUS, Horse or Pony. 3-gaited class. Beginner, 1st year*
280. Western Horsemanship, Pony-all ages
281. Western Horsemanship, Horse-16 & over
282. Western Horsemanship, Horse-13–15
283. Western Horsemanship, Horse-12 & under
284A. Horsemanship/Equitation, Horse or Pony. 3-gaited class. Beginner, 2nd year
284B. Horsemanship/Equitation, Horse or Pony. 3-gaited class. Beginner, 1st year
285. Pleasure Driving, horse & pony, all ages
286. Ranch Pleasure
286A. Ranch Riding
287. Walk Trot Trail
288. Senior Trail, horse and pony-14 & over
289. Junior Trail, horse and pony-13 & under
290. Barrels, horse and pony- all ages
291. Flags, horse and pony- all ages

*Beginning exhibitors are 1st and 2nd year members, any age. They may show only in beginner classes on Thursday. Beginners may choose either walk-trot or 3-gaited classes, but not both.

Classes may be combined or split based on number of entries, if necessary to provide safety.

Hi-Point awards will be given for Thursday’s show to individuals in 3 divisions: Ages 16 & over, 13 – 15, and 12 & under. The awards are given for one horse – one exhibitor.

Horse Activity Schedule during Fair Week:
Tuesday  10:00 AM  Versatility Classes
Wednesday 10:00 AM  Demonstrations
Wednesday 6:00 PM  Costume Contest
Thursday  8:00 AM  Junior Fair Horse Show
Friday  10:00 AM  Contest Fun Show
          4:00 PM  Fun Day

Horses are released after the last sale on Friday.

**DEPARTMENT 15 - POULTRY**

Check in Sunday July 15th  8A-12P @ Small Animal Arena

Junior Fair Board:  Abby Riley, & Quinton Waits
Senior Superintendents: Mindy Munro, Jenny Riley, Kris Waits, & Janet Smith
Senior Fair Board: Wayne Arnold

**Rules**
- The Small Animal Barn will be closed and locked every evening of the Fair at 11pm and opened at 6:00am.
- All breeding poultry will be released Friday evening after sale.
- Judging for market poultry will be held on Monday, July 16th @ 4:00 PM in the Small Animal Arena. Breeding poultry will be judged on Wednesday, July 18th following showmanship at 8:00 AM.
- All Junior Fair poultry must be brought to the fairgrounds on July 15th from 8:00 AM to 12:00 PM. All meat chickens will be leg banded and weighed prior to entering the barn.
- Breeding birds will be expected to come into the breeding barn from 8:00 AM to 12:00 PM only.
All breeding birds that are over one year of age or did not come from an NPIP source will need to be blood tested for the price of $2.00 a bird. Birds under one year of age do not need to be tested if they have hatchery papers at the time of check-ins. Turkeys will be checked in at the same time as the chickens.

- All birds will need hatchery papers. This includes breeding, turkeys, and meat chickens.
- No birds can enter the barn or be placed in their pen until they are checked in and hatchery papers are reviewed.
- There will be no re-weighs after birds have already passed over official scale. All birds must weigh between 5 and 7 pounds. Meat birds weighing less than 5 pounds and over 7 pounds are considered underweight and overweight, respectively, and therefore ineligible for the champion drive and premium sale.
- Birds may not be swapped out after they have already been weighed. If a bird dies or is injured, the member may not be provided another bird from home or by another member. Weigh-ins and check-ins are final, it is the member’s responsibility to insure that the birds they bring meet their weight specifications at weigh-ins and that they are well provided for during fair week.
- Birds are expected to remain in the barn until Friday during the fair. Meat pens will be loaded out on Wednesday following the conclusion of the small animal sale. Barn will be locked during load-out of the sale animals. Exhibitors are responsible for daily care of their project until the official fair release date for that project.
- Hatch Dates are Feb 28th for turkeys and May 30th for chickens. Birds must be hatched on these dates or afterwards, not before.
- Exhibitors may exhibit according to the following guidelines: (Note: This is by project, not years in 4-H, or age)
  - Poultry I - exhibit 1 to 4 birds and/or Pen of 3.
  - Poultry II - exhibit up to 6 single birds and/or Pen of 3.
  - Poultry Advanced - exhibit up to 9 birds and/or Pen of 3.
  - Meat Pen of Three
- The American Poultry Association’s Standard of Perfection will be the guide for judging all standard breed breeding stock.

- Breeding stock will be divided into a minimum of five classes: Standard Bred Female, Standard Bred Male, Bantam Female, Bantam Male, and the Home Crossbred Class. All breeding stock must be tested for pullorum/fowl typhoid by July 16, 2018 if older than one year of age.
- The Standard and Bantam classes will be split into smaller classes if there are ten birds of any one category as outlined in the Standard of Perfection until the class is composed of a single breed unless it reduces the original class to less than ten birds.
- First and second place will be awarded in all of the breeding classes and Overall Champion and Reserve male, and an Overall Champion and Reserve Female will be selected from these.
- A copy of the proof of purchase with a clearly marked hatch date for meat pens must be presented at weigh-in. All birds used for meat pens must originate from a NPIP (National Poultry Improvement Plan) certified hatchery.
- Birds must be bred by Fayette County Exhibitors and not be a recognized breed in the Standard of Perfection to be entered in the Home Crossbred Class.
- An interview by the judge about the birds' value and history, and the condition of the specimen will be considered in awarding the placing in the Home Crossbred Class.
- Grooming time for washing poultry must be completed at least 2 hours before the start of the show.

Classes:
292. Chickens – standard breed (rooster)
293A. Chickens – standard breed (hen)
293B. Chickens – standard breed (pullet) – Must be laying
294. Chickens – bantam breed (rooster)
295. Chickens – bantam breed (hen)
296. Chickens – Home Crossbred Class
297. Pen of 3 – Market
298. Ducks
299. Geese
300. Pigeons
301. Squabs

- All meat pens will be classified as commercial and the following breeds of chickens will be
considered: Barred Rock, New Hampshire, White Rock, Buffed Rock, Wyandotte, Cornish, & Cornish Cross, which is preferred.

- Meat pens of three must be cockerels.
- All meat pens of 3 chickens must weigh between 5 - 7 lbs. and be under 7 weeks of age in order to show.
- Members taking the pullet project will take two birds to exhibit; each bird must be laying at the time of the show and must be under the age of one year.

**Poultry Showmanship**
July 18th @ Small Animal Arena

**Classes:**
- 302. Senior Showmanship - grades 9 & above
- 303. Intermediate Showman grades 7 & 8
- 304. Junior Showman grades 5 & 6
- 305. Beginner Showman grades 3 & 4

**Turkeys:**
- Turkeys must have been hatched on or after Feb 28th. All turkeys must originate from a NPIP (National Poultry Improvement Plan) certified hatchery.
- Only Toms will be allowed to show and sell.
- Turkeys must arrive at the Fairground on July 15th from 8:00 AM – 12:00 PM. All turkeys will be leg banded and weighed before entering the barn. Toms must weigh not less than 30 pounds and not more than 45 pounds at weigh-in.
- Members may show 2 and sell 1 turkey.

**Classes:**
- 307. Turkeys
- 308. Turkey Showmanship

**DEPARTMENT 16 - RABBITS**

Jr. Fair Board: Cole Enochs, Katie Chaney, & Aubrey Schwartz
Sr. Superintendents: Patti Bailey, Toni Bushong, Angel Reed, Kim Shirtzinger, Sandy Rowe, & Jim Brady
Senior Fair Board: Wayne Arnold

**General Department Rules**
- All Jr. Fair rabbits must be in place by Sunday, July 15th at 12:00 PM, and meat pens will be weighed in the rabbit barn at check-in from 8:00 AM to 12:00 PM. All tattoos will be verified at this time.
- No Rabbits may be moved into fairgrounds before 8:00 AM or after 12:00 PM Sunday, July 15th.
- The Small Animal Barn will be closed and locked every night at 11PM and opened at 6am every morning.
- All 4-Hers taking a rabbit project must attend the Rabbit Department barn meeting on Monday, July 16th at 8:00 AM in the rabbit barn.
- Rabbit Showmanship will be held on Monday, July 16th beginning promptly at 8:30 AM in the Small Animal Arena. Exhibitors planning to participate in Rabbit Showmanship must register on FairEntry when making entries. Changes can be made during weigh-ins on Sunday, July 15.
- Judging for meat pen of 2 and breeding rabbits will be held on Tues. July 17, at 8:30 a.m. in the Small Animal Area.
- Rabbits must have visible ear tattoos.
- Pen assignments will be made by Junior Fair Board. All pen assignments are final.
- No individual exhibits will be sold in the Jr. Fair Sale.

**Division A – Market Rabbits**
July 17th @ Small Animal Arena

- Exhibitors have the option to purchase their meat pen or purchase/breed a doe and produce their own meat pen. The recommended market project breeding date is March 12, 2018.
- All meat pen rabbits must be permanently identified and weighed on Thursday, May 31 from 6:00 PM to 8:30 PM in the Small Animal Barn. Tattoo numbers will be checked prior to show day. Exhibitors may tag 4 individual rabbits and show 1 meat pen of 2 rabbits at fair. If rabbits are not identified at the Small Animal Barn on May 31st, they will not be allowed to be exhibited. Date of birth must be listed. Breed rabbit projects that need a tattoo may also come to the Sales Arena on Thursday, May 31st from 6:00 PM to 8:30 PM for tattooing. Breed rabbits are not required to weigh-in.
Welcome to

COUNTRY

Mow with an Attitude

JACK’S EQUIPMENT CO.
CONSTRUCTION & FORESTRY
EQUIPMENT SPECIALIST

Sales/Service/Parts

13201 McWilliams Road
Greenfield, Ohio 45123
937-763-3086
jacksequipmentrepair@gmail.com
To be eligible for exhibition, each meat pen (market) rabbit must weigh 4-6 pounds, and be 95 days of age, or less on Sunday, July 15th. A limit of one meat pen of two rabbits per exhibitor can be shown at the fair. Failure to meet weight requirements disqualifies selling or competing for Champion or Reserve Champion.

All meat pens will be classified as commercial & the following breeds will be considered: American, American Chinchilla, Californian, Champagne D’Argent, Cinnamon, Creme D’Argent, Giant Chinchilla, Hotot, New Zealand, Palomino and Satin.

Purchased and Home Grown meat pens will show together.

Classes:
309: Meat Pen of 2 (must weigh 4-6 pounds and be 95 days of age or less to sell)

Division B – Breeding Rabbits
July 17th @ Small Animal Arena

ARBA Standard Show Rules will be followed with following exceptions:

- Breeding animals will be shown by age only.
- Rabbits showing any sign of disease, faults, or disqualifications will be placed at the bottom of the class and the judge will explain these placements to the exhibitor.
- A mixed breed class will be offered if needed.
- Best of Breed and Best Opposite Sex of Breed will be awarded for each breed. All Best of Breed 6 Class rabbits will compete for Best 6 Class rabbit. All Best of Breed 4 Class rabbits will compete for Best 4 Class rabbit. Best of Show Rabbit will be selected from the Best 6 Class rabbit and the Best 4 Class rabbit.
- Junior Breeding rabbits cannot have a Fayette County Market Tattoo to be eligible to show.
- Exhibitors may show any breed and variety in a defined class. The only limitation to the number of entries is determined by the project level requirements in Rule 6 below.
- Animals that are breeds which are not listed below and that are 6 months or over must show as seniors. Due to size difference in breeds, all breeds are not able to compete in the 6-8 month classes. The following are the breeds capable of showing in the 6-8 month classes: American, Beveren, Californian, Champagne D’Argent, Checkered Giant, American Chinchilla, Giant Chinchilla, Cinnamon, Creme D’Argent, Flemish Giant, Hotot, French and English Lops, New Zealand, Palomino, Satin, Sliver Fox.
- All breeding rabbits are recommended to be purebred.
- Breed rabbit exhibitors may exhibit the following number of rabbits:
  - 1st year members: 1 to 2 rabbits with option of a Doe & Litter, and market pen of 2
  - 2nd year members: up to 4 rabbits with option of Doe & Litter, and market pen of 2
  - 3rd year members: up to 6 rabbits with option of Doe & Litter, and market pen of 2
  - 4th year & up members: up to 8 rabbits with option of Doe & Litter, and market pen of 2
- Doe & Litter
  - Class 4 and Class 6 rabbits will show in separate classes
  - Class 4 Doe & Litter must have a minimum of 3 kits to exhibit
  - Class 6 Doe & Litter must have a minimum of 4 kits to exhibit
  - Recommended breeding date Doe & Litter is May 4, 2018 for 6 weeks of age at fair and May 18, 2018 for 4 weeks of age at fair. Litter cannot be older than 6 weeks by July 15, 2017.
- All breeding rabbits will be released Friday evening at 11 PM

Classes:
310. Jr. Buck  under 6 months old
311. Jr. Doe  under 6 months old
312. Int. Buck – 6 – 8 months old (see Division B-Breeding Rabbits Rule #4)
313. Buck  8 months & over
315. Sr. Doe  8 months & over
316. Doe and litter with kits between 4-6 weeks old

Division C -- Rabbit Showmanship
July 16th @ Small Animal Arena
Rabbit showmanship will begin on Monday, July 16 at 8:30 AM in the Small Animal Arena.

Exhibitors are encouraged to participate in Rabbit Showmanship.

You may show one of the rabbits in your pen of 2 in showmanship or 1 of your breed rabbits.

Exhibitors must use their own rabbit for the showmanship contest.

Sign up for showmanship online at FairEntry. The deadline for entering showmanship is Sunday, July 15th at 12:00 PM. Exhibitors will print their name along with the tattoo number of the rabbit that they are using for showmanship on the class sheet.

The Junior Fair Board reserves the right to break the showmanship classes or combine small age group classes.

Classes:
317. Sr. Showmanship grades 12 & above (may be combined with grade 11)
318. Sr. Showmanship grades 11 (may be combined with grade 12)
319. Sr. Showmanship grades 10 (may be combined with grade 11)
320. Intermediate Showmanship grade 9
321. Intermediate Showmanship grade 8
322. Intermediate Showmanship grade 7
323. Jr. Showmanship grade 6
324. Jr. Showmanship grade 5
325. Beginner Showmanship grade 4
326. Beginner Showmanship grade 3

All animals must remain in their assigned pens between 11PM-5AM. Animals cannot be outside the gates of the fair (i.e. campground) at anytime.

Division A – Market Lamb Showmanship
July 19th @ Sales Arena

• All exhibitors are encouraged to participate in Market Showmanship to be held Thursday, July 19, following the breeding sheep show.

• Sheep showmanship participants can sign up when making entries on Fair Entry. Additional entries will be taken at lamb weigh-in on Monday, July 16th.

• Showmanship contestants may only show a market lamb that he/she owns that has been weighed and tagged. Contestant must be an eligible market lamb exhibitor enrolled in a market lamb project.

Classes:
328. Senior Showmanship: 10th grade and above
329. Intermediate Showmanship: 7th, 8th & 9th grades
330. Junior Showmanship: 4-6th grades
331. Beginner Showmanship: 3rd grades

Division B Market Lamb
July 19th @ Sales Arena

• Ownership deadline for all market lambs is May 1st of the current year.

• All market lambs must be ear tagged on May 12th, 2018 9AM – 1PM at the Sheep Barn on the Fayette County Fairgrounds to be eligible for exhibition at the fair. All male lambs must be wethered or banded at the time of tagging. PERFORMANCE Lambs must be weighed at tag-ins.

• All lambs must be in place by 7:00 AM on Monday July 16th, 2018. A mandatory barn meeting will be held prior to weigh-in.

• All lambs will be weighed Monday July 16th immediately after the goats at 10:00 AM. No reweighs are permitted. It is suggested that lambs be clean and shorn with no more than ¼” of wool above the knees.
• All members may tag in 5 lambs and show 3.
• All sheep must have approved scrapie identification.
• Lambs must weigh a minimum of 90 lbs. in order to be eligible for the Junior Fair Livestock Sale.
• Lambs will be shown by breed. No registration papers are required. Classification of breed will be done at Monday's weigh-in. ALL RECOGNIZED BREEDS in addition to Crossbred, natural colored, and white-face cross (brockle) are included and will be treated as breeds if the minimum of 5 head or 3 exhibitors is met.
• All exhibitors will be given a card for each market lamb they are exhibiting. Exhibitors must fill out each card with his/her name, both Fayette County fair ear tag number and scrapie tag number, and the breed of his/her lamb. These cards are to be brought to the scales at the time of weigh-in to be processed for weight, breed and sales destination.
• Classification will be done by three individuals evaluating lambs on the breed characteristics of each lamb using guidelines/criteria of breed associations. If the classifiers disagree with the breed the exhibitor designated on his/her card, they can give the exhibitor the choice of going into the breed class in which it actually represents, or defaulting to the crossbred division. There will be no re-classifications.
• Classes will be broken by weight within each breed classification.
• Must be a minimum of 5 lambs or at least 3 different exhibitors in order to make a breed class. Any breed not meeting this will show in All Other Breeds (AOB).
• Lambs weighing 141 lbs. or more during the July 16th weigh-in will be shown by weight, regardless of breed. These animals will still be eligible to compete in the Champion Drive and eligible to participate in the Junior Fair Livestock Sale.
• First and Second Place lambs in each weight class within a breed division will show for Champion and Reserve Champion of the breed.
• Champion and Reserve Champion of each breed must show for Overall Champion and Reserve Champion Market Lamb.
• Only the Overall Champion and Reserve Champion Market Lambs are required to sell in the Fayette County Junior Livestock Sale. Show results will determine sale order.
• Any exhibitor having more than one lamb in a weight class or any Champion drive may have any other eligible Fayette County 4-H or FFA exhibitors show the lamb(s).

Classes:
332. Market Lamb

Division C - Breeding Sheep
July 19th @ Sales Arena

• Judging will be held on Thursday, July 19 beginning at 10:00 AM
• Breeding sheep must be purebred and recorded with their association; crossbred ewes may be non registered purebred or crossbred animals. Registration/Entry of breeding stock must be confirmed at weigh in. Animals must be registered in the exhibitors or family name only. All breeding sheep must have a USDA approved scrapie tag to be admitted to the fair.
• Lambs shown in the breeding show cannot show in market classes.
• Classes will be judged by breed. All recognized breeds may show. Classes will be divided based on participation.
• All lambs must remain in the barn between 12:00 AM and 5:00 AM

Classes:
333A. Ram 1 – 2 years old (Purebred)
333B. Ram 1 – 2 years old (Grade)
334A. Ram Lamb – Under 1 year old (Purebred)
334B. Ram Lamb – Under 1 year old (Grade)
335. Yearling Ewe – 1 – 2 years old (Purebred)
336. Grade or crossbred yearling ewe – 1 – 2 years old
337. Ewe Lamb (Purebred)
338. Grade or crossbred ewe lamb. – Under 1 year old

Division D - Breeding Sheep Showmanship
July 19th @ Sales Arena
• The Breeding Sheep Showmanship contest will follow the judging of the Breeding Sheep contest.

• Breeding project exhibitors are encouraged to participate. Contestants may sign-up online at Fairentry when making entries. Additions and corrections must be done by 8:00 PM, July 18th in the Sheep Barn to participate.

• Contestants must own their breeding project and have completed a sheep breeding project.

Classes:
339. Senior Showmanship Class: ages 14-18

DEPARTMENT 18 SWINE

Junior Fair Board: Andrew Amore, Meri Grace Carson, Kahlin Orso, Haylee Anders, Graham Carson, Aubrey McCoy, & Kylie Pettit

Senior Superintendents: Jennifer Coe, Kelly Morgan & Gus Mitchem (Breeding) and members of the Fayette Co Pork Producers

Senior Fair Board: Michael Carson & Jason Gentry

**An exhibitor meeting will be held on Monday, July 16 at 7:00 AM in the Swine Arena. Attendance is mandatory.

* No shaving or excessive clipping allowed! All hogs must have at least ½ inch of hair on the entire body with the exception of the ears and tail. Hair will be measured at weigh-ins and any hog with less than ½ inch of hair WILL be disqualified and must be removed from the barn immediately. NO EXCEPTIONS!

Division A - Breeding Swine
July 16th @ Swine Arena

• The show will be held on Monday, July 16th, at 1:00 PM. Exhibitors must carry this as a project in 2018 in a Junior Fair organization.

• Classes will be judged for all recognized breeds. Classes will be divided based on participation.

• Exhibitors may show only purebred animals with the exception of commercial gilt classes. Registration papers must be presented at check-in.

• Exhibitors may show up to 2 entries per class.

• Any grade or crossbred breeding gilt may be judged in the Commercial Gilt classes. Crossbred Breeding Gilts will be shown by weight.

• Gilts must be brought to the fairgrounds after 5PM on July 15th and must be removed by 7AM Tuesday July 16th. Gilts are released after the breeding gilt show.

• Gilts are not eligible to show in both the breeding and market show.

Classes:
341. Registered Gilt – Farrowed in Dec 2017
342. Registered Gilt – Farrowed in Jan. 2018
343. Registered Gilt – Farrowed in Feb. 2018
344. Registered Gilt – Farrowed in Mar. 2018
345. Commercial Gilt – shown by weight
346. Fayette Co Born and Bred Gilt

Breeding Swine Showmanship (Classes will be broken the day of show; the following classes are subject to change):
347A. Senior Showmanship - grades 10-12
347B. Intermediate Showmanship - grades 7-9
347C. Junior Showmanship – grades 3-6

Exhibitors must show their own gilt.

Division B - Market Hog Show
July 18th @ Swine Arena

• Judging will be held on Wednesday, July 18th in the Swine Arena. All market hogs, gilts or barrows, must be farrowed between January 1st and March 1st of the current year.

• All market hogs must be in place by 7:00 AM on July 16th.

• Identification cards with ear notches, markings, and breed must be turned in by May 15, 2018 or the exhibitor will not be eligible to show.

• First year swine project members may mark 3 hogs, show 2, & sell 1 hog. All members 2nd year and up may mark 5, show 3, and sell 1 hog.

• All market hogs must be weighed on Monday, July 16th at 7:30 AM. All market hogs will be ear tagged and tattooed at weigh-in.

• Market hogs weighing less than 220 and over 280 pounds may show in an over/under weigh class, but will not sell in the Junior Fair Hog...
Sale or show for Grand or Reserve Champion in the Market Hog Show. Extra hogs will be sold at market price to the designated livestock yard. Individuals not making weight may participate in showmanship.

- Gilts shown at the breeding gilt show on Monday, July 16th may not be shown in a Market Gilt Class or Market Showmanship Class. Exhibitors must show their own animal.

Purebred Barrow Classes:
- All purebred barrows will show by breed
- Each breed must have 5 participants to make a designated class or they will show in OPB (Other Purebreds) class
- Classes will be broke at the discretion of the swine committee
- Purebred barrows must be pedigreed and breed eligibility classifications will be enforced.
- National Swine Registry (http://www.nationalswine.com) and Team Purebred (http://www.teampurebred.com) breed classifications will be used.
- Pedigrees must be in exhibitor’s, or exhibitor’s immediate family, name and presented at weigh-in.
- A Purebred Barrow Champion and Reserve Champion will be selected to participate in the Champion drive for Overall Market Hog Champion and Reserve

Crossbred Barrow and Gilt Classes
- Crossbred barrows and gilts will be classified as light and dark crosses by committee at weigh-in. The committee’s decision is final.
- A Champion and Reserve Champion will be selected for dark cross barrows, light cross barrows, dark cross gilts, and light cross gilts to participate in the Champion Drive for Overall Grand and Reserve Champion Market Hog.

The Market Hog Show order will consist of:
- All purebred barrow classes (shown in alphabetical order), followed by dark cross barrows, light cross barrows, dark cross gilts, and light cross gilts.
- Champion and Reserve Champion will be selected for each classification prior to starting weight classes for next classification
- The five classification champions will show for Overall Market Hog Champion following the selection of the Light Cross Gilt Champion.
- The Overall Reserve Champion market hog will be selected from the 4 remaining classification champions and the Reserve Champion from the Overall Grand Champion's classification.
- All remaining classification champions and Reserve champions will be used to select a 3rd, 4th, and 5th Overall Market Hog.
- The Overall Grand and Reserve Champion market hogs are terminal. Adhering to the Ohio Department of Agriculture and state laws.
- Blood testing will occur if mandated by the state.
- All Junior Fair swine project members are required to clean their pens out at the end of the week. Exhibitors not abiding by this rule will be charged a pen cleaning fee.
- No oil may be used on the hogs for show or sale. Water only may be used for dressing animals on day of show.

Classes:
348. Purebred Market Barrows
349. Crossbred Market Barrows
350. Crossbred Market Gilts

Division C - Swine Showmanship
July 17th @ Swine Arena

- All exhibitors are invited to participate. Enter showmanship online at FairEntry. Additions or changes must be done at check-in on Monday, July 16th.
- Judging will be held on Tuesday July 17th at approximately 10:30AM in the Swine Arena. The class winners will show for division champions, followed by the Overall Champion showman selection at 5PM
- Breeding gilts may not be used for Market Showmanship. Exhibitors must show their own animal.
- Showmanship classes will be divided by date of birth, equally, with no more than 10 per class.
• Participants must use own market projects in order to participate in market showmanship.

• Showmanship will be broken into three divisions. Class winners will compete for top 3 in division. The top three from each division will drive for the Overall Champion Swine Showman. The top five Overall Showmen will then be selected from the remaining eight showmen in the final drive.

Classes:
351. Showmanship - all ages, running from oldest to youngest

JR. FAIR LIVESTOCK SALE RULES

General
• All market project exhibitors must declare destination (either home or sale) at the Fair weigh-in. This destination cannot be changed unless the exhibitor has a Champion or Reserve project which is mandatory sale.

• Top five in each species will be recognized during market shows. Placings in market shows determine sale order.

• Any market animal participating in the Junior Fair Sale will go on the truck. There will be no locker animals or change of ownership for those animals. All locker animals or change of ownership should be declared as “going home” at the species weigh-in.

• There shall be no other scales used in any of the livestock areas other than the official fair scales. Scales should not be brought on the fairgrounds. Anyone found in violation of weighing their market animals with other scales than the official scales at weigh-in will be disqualified from participation in the fair with that species of livestock.

• EXHIBITORS ARE LIMITED TO SELLING 1 animal per project (Except market beef projects which may sell 2 through the ring), with a maximum of two times through the sale ring. Example: 1 sheep and 1 hog, 1 rabbit and 1 market beef, or 2 market beef. Only the Exhibitor who owns the animal may go through the sale ring unless special permission is granted by the Junior Fair Board ahead of the sale. This needs to be done ahead of time and the Sales Clerk notified.

• All Champions and Reserve Champions must sell through the Junior Fair Livestock Sales and are terminal (Feeders are not terminal)

• Any exhibitor winning 2 or more champions after selling a species through the sale that was a non Champion will be required to forfeit the non Champion money over market price.

• Livestock sold through the Fayette County Junior Fair Sale are terminal and ineligible to be shown at any other Junior Fair Show including the Ohio State Fair.

• Any animal shown in an over/under weight class is not eligible to sell in the premium sale. These animals may be placed on the truck to receive market price, or return home. The decision to sell or take the animal home or go on the truck must be made at weigh-in.

• The order of species participating in the sale can be found on the Junior Fair Schedule page under the day of the sale.

SWINE
• The sale will be held on Thursday evening at 5:30 PM. (following the goat sale)

• All Junior Fair exhibitors have the option of taking their animal home (unless it is Overall Grand or Reserve Champion), placing it on the truck to receive market price, or selling it through the ring. All animals sold through the ring will be terminal. No locker animals or change of ownership can occur with those animals wishing to participate in the premium sale.

SHEEP
• The lamb sale will be held on Friday evening. (see schedule for order in sale) The sale order will be determined by Overall placing of market lambs. All exhibitors with unsold lambs at the fair must dispose of the lambs on their own. These lambs will be released following the sale between the hours of 11:00 PM and 7:00 AM.

• All exhibitors must be present and at their pens in the barns by at least 30 minutes before their sale time. If the exhibitor is not with lamb, it will not sell. Exhibitors or a family member must help load out their animal at the conclu-
sion of the sale on Friday night. NO EXCEPT-
TIONS.
• Exhibitors having lambs weighing less than 90 lbs. forfeit their right to sell the lamb through the sale and show that lamb for Grand or Re-
serve Champion in the market lamb show.
• All lambs choosing to participate in the premium sale will be terminal. There will be no locker animals or change of ownership.

MARKET BEEF
• The sale will be held on Friday evening. (see schedule for order in sale)
• Sale order will be determined by class placing.
• All animals weighing 1000 lbs. or more are eligible for sale.
• Those animals going home may be released following the sale during the hours of 11:00 PM and 7:00 AM.
• Exhibitors in market beef and market dairy beef are permitted to sell 2 market beef projects in the Junior Fair Premium sale. There is still a limit of 2 times through the sale ring. Market beef is the only project allowed to sell 2 of the same species through the ring.
• All animals participating in the premium sale will be terminal.

GOATS
• All market goats weighing 55 lbs. or more will be eligible to sell in the sale. The market goat sale will be held on Thursday at 5:30 PM in the Swine Arena.

FEEDERS
• Calves must weight 300 – 750 lbs. to sell. The sale will be Friday night. The feeder sale is not terminal. Any feeder may be purchased from the ring and taken home. The buyer will pay the premium bid and market price for the calf. The exhibitor may: take their calf home, place the calf on the truck for market price, place their calf in the premium sale and have the calf go on the truck for market price, or place the calf in the premium sale and have the calf go home. Calves going through the sale and going home will be identified on the sale bill as having no market price.

RABBITS
• The sale will be on Wednesday. All meat pens of 2 rabbits must weigh between 4 and 6 lbs. and under 70 days of age in order to sell in the Junior Fair Livestock Sale. Any rabbit weighing less than 4 lbs. and over 6 lbs. disqualifies the pen from selling in the sale or competing for Champion or Reserve Champion.

CHICKENS
• The sale will be held at on Wednesday. All meat pens of 3 chickens must weigh between 5 and 7 pounds and be under 7 weeks of age in order to sell in the poultry sale. Any pen of 3 with an individual weighing less than 5 pounds or more than 7 pounds disqualifies the pen from selling or competing for champion or reserve champion.

TURKEYS
• The sale will be held Wednesday. Turkeys must weigh between 30 and 45 pounds to sell.

LIVESTOCK SPECIAL RULES
• Tampering and/or misrepresentation as to breeding, age, ownership and any other irregularity in showing will be considered fraud and deception. Any trophies, awards or sale money won by such exhibitor will be withheld.
• Any artificial means of removing or remedying the physical defects or conformation in exhibition cattle, such as lifting and filling under the skin, use of sting, artificial heels, etc. will be considered fraud and deception. The use of an artificial tail head or altering the natural color of an animal shall be considered fraud and deception. All animals giving evidence of such treatment will be barred from competition at the Fayette County Fair.
• Should fraud or deception be discovered after the animal or animals have been shown and prior to the sale, such animal(s) shall not be permitted to sell. The animals placing next in line at the show shall move up.
• Should violation be discovered after the sale, all sale money shall be returned to the buyer and the animal or carcass shall be returned to the exhibitor. In all livestock and poultry classes, these regulations will be in full force and effect.
1ST CHOICE GLASS
2016 LAMB & WOOL QUEEN
2017 FAYETTE COUNTY FAIR QUEEN
3C CAB
4-H FUN BUNCH
AARON COOLE FAY. CO. AUDITOR
ACCE TATE HEATING & COOLING
ADVANTAGE INSPECTION
AFFORDABLE AUTO SALES
ALUMINUM WORKS
AMORE PIZZERIA
ANDERSON EQUIPMENT
A-OFF ELECTRIC
AREA HEATING & COOLING
ASHLEY CASTO
AULT BUILDING
B&B CREATIVE MARKETING
BAIRD ANGUS
BANE WELKER EQUIPMENT
BARB SMITH
BARKERS TOWING/RECOVERY
BARTLEY TOOL SALES
BAXLA TRACTOR SALES
BECK'S HYBRID
BECKS STEGBAUER SEED SALES
BECK'S HYBRID
BECK'S STEGBAUER SEED SALES
BEEKMAN FARMS
BEN KELLER CONTRACTING
BENN ET'S JERSEY'S
BETTY & JOHN DODDS
BILLY & JEANNINE WHITESIDE
BINEGAR'S TRUCK AUTO & CAMPER
SALES
BK EXTERIORS
BLAIR TRUCKING
BLUEGRASS FARMS OF OHIO
BOB PET RSON STATE SENATE
RONHAM BROS. CLUB LAMBS
BONHAM FARMS LLC
BOWER FAMILY FARMS LLC
BRAD REISINGER BANE WELKER EQUIPMENT
BRANDT CLUB LAMBS
BRANEN WEADE REALTOR
BROWN'S BOER GOATS
BRIAN COCKERILL FAMILY
BRYANT AG ENTERPRISES
BUCKEYE EXPEDITORS
BUCKEYE HARVESTING
BUCKEYE ILLINI GENETICS
BUCKEYE PROPANE
BUMPUS TRUCKING
C. COTTRILL CHANNEL SEEDS
CARL CARTEE
CAROL CRAMER
CARSHINE
CARTER RABBITRY
CHARLIE MILLER
CHIROPRACTIC HEALTH CARE
CHLOE LAMBERT '17 DAIRY PRINCESS
CHRIS GARLAND AUCTIONEER
CHRISMAN H2O
CHUCK BROWN
CLINTON & LINDSEY WORLEY
CLINTON ELECTRIC & PLUMBING
CLK OF COURTS E. PENTZER
CO-ALLIANCE
COE FARMS
COMPLETE FLOOR CARE
CONCRETE CONTRACT SOLUTIONS
CONGRESSMAN STEVE STIVERS
COOK HOME IMPROVEMENT
COURT HOUSE RENT ALL
CRAIG CATTLE COMPANY
CRC BOER GOATS
CS TITLES
CT ELECTRIC
CUMMINGS FARMS
CUSTOM CABS & TRAILERS
CUTLER & PATE ROOFING
CW EXCAVATING
DAGR HOSE INSPECTIONS
DAIRY NOOK
DAIRY QUEEN
DAN & JANE HUFF FAMILY
DAN DEAN-FAY CO COMMISSION
DANIEL RYAN CHARLES HSER
DANIELS FAMILY FARM
DAVID GINN- DENTIST
DICK SHIPLEY
DILL FAMILY FARMS
DIVERSIFIED CROP INSURANCE
DIVERSIFIED INDUSTRIAL SERVICES
DOUG MARINE MOTORS
DR. BILL STEVENSON
DR. KENNETH WRITESEL
DR. MARY JO KERNS
DUFF FARMS
E Z OIL CHANGE
EAGLES LODGE
EDWARD KUNKA
EFFICIENT ELECTRIC CORP
ELKS LODGE
ELY FAMILY
ER EXCAVATING LLC
ERIK MARTING
FAITH COTTRILL
FANNIN FARMS
FANNIN HAY & STRAW
FARIS INSURANCE
FARM CREDIT SERVICES
FARRENS AG SERVICES
FAY CO. MEAT GOAT ASSN
FAYETTE CO PORK PRODUCERS
FAYETTE CO SHEPARD'S CLUB
FAYETTE CO. CATTLE FEEDER
FAYETTE CO. DEMOCRATS
FAYETTE COUNTY REPUBLICANS
FAYETTE PARTS INC
FAYETTE VETERINARY HOSPITAL
FIRST STATE BANK
FIVE POINTS IMPLEMENT CO.
FOUR SEASONS NURSE & REHAB
GARY & SKEET BUTTS
GIBBS ASSOCIATES INSURANCE
GINNA CLIMER 2015-2016 AMSS QUEEN
GREEN & SON KUBOTA
GREG AND MARYLIN MILLER
GREG GOMPF
GUSWEILER GM CENTER
HAL HAYMAKER
HARRYS HEATING & COOLING
HARTLEY OIL
HAVENS FAMILY LANDSCAPING
HERITAGE MEMORIAL CHURCH
HIDY RABBITRY
HOOAK FAMILY FARM
HOPPES FARMS
HUNTINGTON NATIONAL BANK
IN MEMORY OF JIM SEVER
J L DRAGANIC
J & E KUNKA FARMS
J&R SOLID ROCK RENTALS
J. HUGHES W/ LANGLEY REAL
J. WEADE PROSECUTING ATTN
J. WILBER NATIONWIDE INS
J.K. PRECAST
J. REED CONCRETE & CONSTRU
JACK DEWEES COMMISSIONER
JAKE DYKE
JAMI MOWERY FAMILY
JASON DUFF
JASON LANGLEY REALTY
JD EQUIPMENT/ JD POWER SYS
JEFF ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
JEFF FIRE DEPARTMENT
JEFF LION'S CLUB
JEHO ENTERPRISES
JEN DUNCAN AGENCY
JERRY W. SAVAGE FARMS
JFB FABRICATION & WELDING
JIM GARLAND
JIM WORLEY & FAMILY
JL REEVES TRANSPORT LLC
JOE GARLAND DEKALB/ ASGROW
JOE OLLER
JOHN F. ROLFE REAL ESTATE
JOHN GRUBER FARMS
JOHN MOSSBARGER
JOHN WILBER NATIONWIDE INS
JUDGE VIC PONTIOUS
JUNK & JUNK ATTORNEY
KAO RABBITRY
KAMERON RINEHART
KBS VENDING SERVICES
Thank You 2017 Jr Fair Buyers

KOO HOME PROJECTS
Keith Montgomery
KEVIN & MEGAN WENDT
KEVIN STOCKWELL
KEYNES BROTHERS
Kirk Farms Aggregate Division
KIRKPATRICK FAMILY FARM
KIRKPATRICK FUNERAL HOME
KRISTEN MERRITT, RAZORS EDGE
KROGER
KYLE HOPPES
LAINIE WEADE 1968 LAMB QUEEN LAMB
Lambert Ag/Ruff Seeds
LCNB NATIONAL BANK
LE ELLA LANES
LEADING EDGE TECHNOLOGIES
Lesia McKenia D.M.D.
LEWIS & LANGLEY REALTY
LITTLE R’S DAIRY GOATS
Love’s travel stops & country stores, LLC
M & M FASTENERS
M&H CONCRETE
Marion & April Blake
MARK HEINY ARCHITECTS
MARQUEE CONSTRUCTION
MASTER REFRIGERATION
MAX HUGHES
MAY FAMILY SHOW PIGS
MAYER FARM EQUIPMENT
MCCLISH LAND CO.
MCCLISH’S PLANTS PLUS
MCDONALD & SON FEEDS
McDONALD’S OF FAYETTE COUNTY
MELVIN FARMS CLUB LAMBS
MELVIN STONE
MEMORY OF FRANK SOLLARS
MERCHANTS BANK WCH
Michele Dodds FNP
MIDLAND ACRES INC
Mike & Heath Bryant
MILLER FAMILY
MILLER FARM PARTNERSHIP
MILLER GRAIN
MOSSBARGER & SMITHSON
MOUNT STERLING BP
MUGS & JUGS
N.O.T.W
NATE WARNER
NATHAN & GRACE MILLER
NEW SABINA INDUSTRIES
NIC & ERIKA MILLER
OHIO TIGERGIRLS FASTPITCH SOFTBALL
OK TIRE SERVICE
Out of the Ashes David and Vicki Climer Jr
Oxford Co Line Farm
PAINT CREEK CATTLE
PARRISH TRUCKS & TOWING
PENDLETON FARMS
Petit Enterprises
Pioneer August Knecht
Pioneer Gustin Seed Services
PITSTICK LAW OFFICE
Point Realty
Point Realty Christine Butler
POWER THRIVE I. LE-VEL.CO
Precision Ag
PRIME MEATS
QUALI-TEE DESIGN SPORTSWEAR
Quality Collision
R-L CARRIERS
Ram and Ewe Farm
RANCHERS ROAST BEEF
Ray Mick, CNP
RCS CORP
REAL MCCOY GENETICS
Realty Executives Showcase
REITERMAN SEED/FEED & SUP
RICK’S GARAGE DOOR SERVICE
Rife Family Show Cattle
RILEY Family Show Cattle
RILEY TAX & ACCOUNTING
RITENOUR MACHINE SHOP
Roberts Auto Transport
ROBERTS ELECTRIC
Robens Funeral Home
ROBIN'S NEST
ROGER BONHAM FARM
ROGER STOCKWELL
ROLFE FARMS
Roller Haven
RONDA TURNER REALTOR
Roosters
Row Ag Services
ROSE AVE COMMUNITY CENTER
SS Construction
SAINT COLMAN FOOD BOOTH
SCHAEFFER’S SWEET CORN
SCHWARTZ RABBITRY-ALEXIS+AUBREY
Scott and Son Concrete
SEED CONSULTANTS INC.
Sixten Farms
SHADY TRAILS CAMPGROUND
SHANE McMAHON STATE FARM 30
Sharp Construction
SHERIFF VERNON STANFORTH
Shoelaces Catering
Shower Convention
Showpig.com
SIMPLY HOMEMADE
Skyline Building Material
SKYLINE ROOFING & CONSTRUCTION
SMIDLEY MFG
SMITH CONSTRUCTION
SMITH’S RABBITRY
SOLLARS FARMS
STAR FARMERS 4-H ADVISORS
STEPHEN T. POND INS
STEVE ECKSTEIN ATTORNEY
STEVE LEUBBE CO ENGINEER
STILL WATERS PLUMBING
STOCKYARD FARMS
SUGAR CREEK PACKING
SUMMERS FUNERAL HOME
SUNRISE CO-OP
SUNSHINE LAUNDRY & DRY CLEANERS
SUSAN DUNN CO. TREAS
SUSAN WOLLHEID ATTORNEY
SUSAN ECKSTEIN 2017 FAIR ATTENDANT
TAYLOR PLUMBING
Ted Waddle
The Farmer's - Pantry
The Olde Farmstead
The Razors Edge Salon
THE WENDT GROUP
Thieroff Double T Farms
THOMAS FARMS
Thompson Orthodontics
TONY ANDERSON COMMISS
TONY’S WELDING
Tori Wehner
TRACTOR SUPPLY COMPANY
TRIC’S GYMNASIUM ACADEMY
UCS
UNION STOCKYARDS
United Fire Awareness
UNIVERSAL DERMATOLOGY
US BANK
Vallely + Dorn Insurance
VALLERY CROP INSURANCE
VERMEER OF SOUTHERN OHIO
VFW POST # 3762
WALKER FARMS
Washington Title Agency
WEADE LAW OFFICE
WEADE REALTY & AUCTIONEER
WELLMAN MONUMENT
Westerfield Farms
Whitney Grain & Cattle LLC
Whit's Frozen Custard of Chillicothe
WIL. COLLEGE FOOTBALL
Wilt Farms & Property Maintenance
Winner’s Market
Woody Deskins Concrete
WOODY’S CAFE
TESTING FOR DRUGS

- The Fayette County Fair Boards shall have the right to require 1st through 5th placings in each class of animals, or any other suspected animal, to be subject to random examinations or tests as prescribed by the Boards to determine if a substance has been administered to the animal to change the conformation or temperament of the animal.

RULE VIOLATIONS

- In the question of a rule violation, the following due process will be used. The exhibitor and/or parties involved will be questioned by Fair Officials in that particular department, and will make recommendations to the Fair Boards.
- In the decision of a case being brought before the Boards, all parties involved will be notified of a hearing date with all parties having the right to present their case.
- Upon hearing the case, the Fayette County Fair Boards will make a ruling.
- When satisfactory evidence has been obtained by the Fair Boards that any of the livestock rules have been violated, the exhibitor and/or exhibitor’s family may be barred from showing in any future Fairs. The minimum number of years an exhibitor/family can be barred from the Fair is three (3) years before the right to a review. In the case of any award having been given to animals shown in violation of this rule, the Fayette County Fair Boards will request the exhibitor to refund all trophies, ribbons and sale money under such violation.
Wishing all exhibitors the best of luck!
Enjoy the 2018 Fayette County Fair!

Court House Manor
555 North Cilena Ave
Washington C.H., OH
740.335.9290
CourtHouseManor.com

Assisted Living
Now Open!
Schedule a tour today!

Washington Court House’s Premier
Rehab & Skilled Nursing Center
Stop in for a tour today!

Combined Services Include:
Person Centered Care • Complex Medical Care
Pre-Surgery Registration • Therapy offered up to 7 days a week
Physical, Occupational and Speech Therapy
Inpatient and Outpatient Therapy
Surgeon and Hospital Preferred • Private Rooms Available
Comprehensive Wound Care • Medication Management

St. Catherine’s Manor
250 Glenn Avenue
Washington C.H., OH
740.335.6391
StCatherinesCourtHouse.com
2007 Chevrolet Suburban K25, #7G125476, Maroon, AT, AC, 4x4, 3/4 ton, Great for Towing.................................................................. $12,995 $230/mo

2017 GMC Sierra K2500, #HF121572, Black, AT, AC, 4x4, DVD, Sunroof, Denali, One Owner ............................................................................... $62,395

2007 Chevrolet K3500, #7F100071, Red, Dies, AT, AC, 4x4, Flat Bed..................................................................................................... $18,995 $347/mo

POWERTRAIN WARRANTY

2013 Ford Escape
Gray, AT, AC, SE
$39,484

See Us At The Cattle Feeder’s Tent on Tuesday, July 18th